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Name: Student ID:

Do Not Open Until Instruted!

Before the Quiz starts:

• Read all of the instrutions on this page

• Write your name and student ID on this page

• Loate your page of notes, if you have one

• Prepare your writing materials

• Put all other materials away

After the Quiz starts:

• Write your student ID (not your name) on all subsequent pages

• Announements / orretions will appear on the projetor

• Turn in your quiz and note page to Drew when �nished.

• After the quiz time expires, answers may be presented but no

new material will be given.

The quiz onsists of 5 questions. You will have 35 minutes to omplete

all questions. Work quikly and move on if you are stuk. If you'd

like to pass the time before the quiz starts or before it ends, feel free

to draw a piture of yourself in the box below:
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Student ID:

Question 1 (2 Points)

Consider the following program snippet:

1. int glob = 1;

2. void goofy(int arg1, int arg2){

3. int a = 5;

4. glob = 6;

5. arg1 = arg2 + 7;

6. }

7. int main(){

8. int a = 2;

9. int b = 3;

10. goofy(a, glob);

11. print a + " " + b + " " + glob + "\n";

12. }

What does the program print under eah of the following parameter passing shemes?

Pass by value:

Pass by referene:

Pass by name:

You may hoose to make reasonable assumptions about unspei�ed program semantis. If

any of these assumptions are non-obvious, desribe them below.
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Student ID:

Question 2 (2 Points)

Consider the following program snippet:

1. int var1 = 10;

2. int var2 = 20;

3. void first(){

4. int var1 = 30;

5. void seond(){

6. print var1;

7. print " ";

8. print var2;

9. print "\n";

10. }

11. seond();

12. }

13. int main(){

14. int var1 = 40;

15. int var2 = 50;

16. first();

17. }

What does the program print under eah of the following soping shemes?

Stati soping:

Dynami soping:

You may hoose to make reasonable assumptions about unspei�ed program semantis. If

any of these assumptions are non-obvious, desribe them below.
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Student ID:

Question 3 (2 Points)

A ommon optimization trik is speialize ompilation for �leaf funtions�, i.e. those funtions

that have no allees. What data is typially kept in an ativation reord that would not need

to be traked in a leaf funtion? Explain why leaf funtions do not need to keep trak of

that data.
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Student ID:

Question 4 (2 Points)

Reall that in MIPS, the ompiler might take advantage of �delay slots� when sheduling

instrutions. Assume the following blok of ode:

1. lw $t0 0($sp)

2. nop

3. addi $t0 $t0 1

4. addi $t1 $t0 1

5. addi $t2 $t2 1

This ode assumes a single-instrution delay slot in the load instrution, and hene puts a

nop (no operation) at that instrution. Is it possible to take advantage of the load slot by

rearranging the instrutions above and eliminating the nop? If so, write out the sequene(s)

of rearranged instrutions. If you have any assumptions about MIPS semantis, desribe

them as well.
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Student ID:

Question 5 (2 Points)

Assume an arhiteture in whih the stak grows upwards (towards high memory). Im-

plement the push and pop instrutions in MIPS. If you have any assumptions about AR

onventions, write them out as well (e.g. the stak pointer points to a free memory address).
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MIPS Referene

In the below ("regX") refers to a register, imm refers to an onstant (immediate) value.

jal <Label>

Jump to address stored at <Label>, set $ra to address of the next instrution.

jr <reg>

jump to the address held in <reg>

sub <reg1> <reg2> <reg3>

reg1 = reg2 - reg3

add <reg1> <reg2> <reg3>

reg1 = reg2 + reg3

subi <reg1> <reg2> <imm>

reg1 = reg2 - imm

addi <reg1> <reg2> <imm>

reg1 = reg2 + imm

lw <reg1> <imm>(<reg2>)

Set <reg1> to the value at memory address <reg2> + <imm>

sw <reg1> <imm>(<reg2>)

Set the value at memory address <imm> + <reg2> to the value in <reg1>


